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ABSTRACT 
An uploading system that collects multimedia objects with significant size and hard 
deadline is described in this thesis. Such systems can be used in hospitals to track procedures, 
in law enforcement to support "in car" digital video management [6], in security system to 
manage video surveillances [ 12], etc. Our contributions are that we formulated a new 
problem of uploading system in LAN and developed a novel framework to ensure the high 
dependability. The performance modeling of our video uploading system is presented with 
experimental results to illustrate the feasibility of the design and implementation. 
Index Terms multimedia object, uploading system, performance modeling 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
Our motivation of designing and implementing an uploading system comes from many 
systems using multimedia objects as the fundamental storage unit recently. Examples of such 
systems are medical videos capture system in hospitals, "in car" digital video management 
system [6], automated video surveillances and monitoring systems [ 12] and etc. 
Medical videos are captured to help doctors to diagnose and decide treatment. For 
example, the colonoscopy videos are captured in endoscopy procedure. During endoscopy in 
out-patient procedure rooms a digitized video file is captured using real-time hardware 
compression and stored in MPEG-2 format on a local computer. This computer has limited 
storage that can store only limited video files. All videos will be uploaded to a central server 
for future analysis. 
The "in car" digital video technology uses digital cameras and audio microphones in 
polices' vehicles to capture evidences for lawbreakers. The data will be stored in removable 
hard drives in the vehicles. The hard drives needs to be sent to police headquarters and the 
data will be uploaded to a central repository. 
The video surveillances system is very necessary in law enforcement, security 
applications and commercial. Videos are captured 24-hours a day to monitor the unexpected 
events such as burglary in a building and accidents on highway, or to collect regular 
information such as monitoring traffic flow. 
These systems share the some characteristics that our uploading system concerns. 
1. Digital multimedia objects are captured in each system in several client machines. 
2. Multimedia objects are large files. For example, a colonoscopy video lasts for 20 to 
45 minutes with size from 1 GB to 2 GB, which is huge comparing to normal file size 
discussed in other systems. 
3. Client machine has only limited capacity of storage, no matter it is a computer or a 
removable hard drive or a tape. Especially when compared with the large size of the 
media object, the limited capacity becomes a critical issue that needs consideration. 
4. All media objects need to be stored safely. None of them could be lost or damaged. 
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These special characteristics pose a new and interesting problem that has not been 
investigated in the literature of distributed file systems: collecting large files with hard 
deadlines. The hard deadlines of files come from the requirement that all files must be 
uploaded to a safe repository before the client machine's storage is full. Our system solves 
this problem in terms of multimedia objects. However, it can be extended to collect any type 
of large files that has a hard deadline. 
l.l. Problem statement 
To make the practical system extendable to a broad area, we abstract the problem as the 
following: the multimedia objects (or large files) are generated by real-time hardware 
compression and stored in a certain digital format. Each client computer has one capturing 
device and the temporary storage for newly captured objects. The storage is limited. It can 
store only limited multimedia files. A central server that collects and stores the objects is 
connected to each client computer through Local Area Networks (LAN). The media 
collection system should include client and server software that uploads the objects to the 
central server from each client computer. The system must collect each object before the disk 
of the capturing device becomes full. Otherwise, previously generated objects may be 
overwritten and would be lost or further recording is not possible. 
The challenges of this problem are: 
1. Uploading network transmission: contrast with common downloading network system 
like http server or ftp server, our system is a networking system focused on uploading 
transmission, which was rarely discussed. 
2. Size of data: Each multimedia file is huge. Huge data size puts a critical requirement 
on network data transmission. 
3. Security and Privacy concern: The patient's medical data or polices' data cannot be 
stolen, intercepted or modified. 
4. High dependability: Any loss of multimedia files is not allowed. All files must be 
uploaded and stored in the central server. 
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1.2. Introduction of uploading system 
First of all, our design of the uploading system is in the category of networking file 
system. Multimedia objects are treated as large files in our system. The design and 
implementation never involve the content of videos or segments of files. The smallest data 
unit in the system is one file. This is the reason that we do not choose streaming as many 
multimedia distribution systems do. In video distribution system, they use streaming to 
maintain the continuous requirement of playing video. While in our system, the most 
important thing is to upload as many files as possible from each client before client disk 
becomes full. Streaming will harm the system performance by extending the transmission 
time for files from each client. 
We propose to use the client-server system architecture to describe the relationship 
between the client computer that has capturing device and the central server. Figure 1-1 
shows the architecture of the uploading system. 
Client 
Machine 
Data flow 
  Client 
/ _/ 
 0000
Machine 
o 'e '0 0 
 ~~ 
LAN 
Media File 
Collecting 
External 
storage   Client Machine 
Server 0 
Figure 1-1 System Architecture 
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Both the client and the server are application software running on some computer 
systems. We make operating system handle the lower-level operations like file operation and 
network transmission. 
There are 3 schemes in the point of view of data flow that we may choose from: server-
pull, client-push and server-pull-client-push. The first scheme means the server is the leader 
of the system and "pulls" data from clients. The second scheme is client sends data to the 
server. Client has the control of the activity. The third scheme is the combination of the first 
two. In this scheme, server and client both control some of the system activities. There may 
be a middle layer between server and client that receives data from client and upload data to 
server. The Bistro[ 1-5] system is the example that uses server-pull-client-push scheme. 
The followings are the reasons why we choose the server-pull scheme. 
1. The system state is relatively stable and predictable. The client and the server 
have stable activities. The client generates files in the normal working hours. The 
central server collects video files 24 hours a day. It is feasible to implement 
central-control scheme like server-pull. 
2. This system requires high dependability. If we use aclient-push model, the 
system dependability is hard to achieve since clients do not have a global view of 
the system. On the other hand, the server has the global view, which enables it to 
deal with the emergency cases more appropriately, such as the cases that some 
clients' disks are nearly full. 
Thus in our system, the server will gather information from clients and make all the 
decisions for collecting videos. Clients only provide a limited set of rather primitive functions 
and wait for the server's commands. 
The security and privacy problem is also critical to our system. But they are beyond the 
scope of this thesis. We will address these issues in our future work. 
The remaining of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the related 
work of this project. Chapter 3 describes the basic system framework and proposes several 
research issues. Chapter 4 describes two scheduling algorithms for our system and their 
mathematical analysis. In Chapter 5, we report the simulations and experiments to test the 
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system performance and the efficiency of scheduling algorithms. The performance metrics 
and simulation results are also provided. Finally, Chapter 6 draws conclusions and describes 
future works. 
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CHAPTER 2 RELATED WORK 
2.1. Bistro system 
Bistro system [1-5] is a file upload system proposed for Wide Area Network (WAN) 
upload applications such as the submission of income tax forms, homework and project 
submissions in distance learning and proposal submission through the NSF FastLane system. 
The most interesting work in Bistro related to our system is that Bistro analyzed the 
characteristics of uploading applications (many-to-one applications). Uploading applications 
usually impose hard deadline in data transfer service and they are inherently writing 
applications contrasted to downloading applications' low latency data access and reading 
application. 
The submitted files in Bistro are generally small and have ahard-deadline for submission. 
No real file transmission must be done before this deadline. In order to meet this deadline and 
solve the hot spots in file transmission in WAN, the files in Bistro are uploaded in three steps 
in aclient-push-server-pull manner. First, Bistro timestamps each file to ensure the data 
cannot be subsequently tampered with. Next, Bistro uploads the submitted files to its 
intermediate nodes and returns a signature to client indicating that the file is submitted before 
deadline. Finally, the intermediate nodes upload the files to a central server at a later time. No 
deadlines are imposed in this step and no actual files are uploaded before the hard deadline. 
On the contrary, our upload system must upload a huge file (frequently greater than 1GB) 
to the central server in a local network by a hard deadline. The real file transmission must be 
complete before this deadline. 
2.2. Distributed file system 
Distributed File System (DFS, e.g., the Network File System [8] and the Andrew File 
System [9)) or networked backup systems (e.g., the Amada [10]) allow files to be stored on a 
networked server in LAN. However, these systems do not have a deadline constraint on the 
file transmission. The goal of design of DFS usually concentrates on the network 
transparency and high dependability. 
2.3. Summary 
The differences between our uploading system, Bistro system and DFS are summarizes in 
Table 2- l . Network environment, file transmit direction, file size and deadlines are 
compared. From the comparison, our uploading system is different from Bistro in all items 
except file transmission direction. It is different from DFS in all items except network 
environment. 
Table 2-1 Comparison between 3 different systems. 
MEDIA 
UPLOADING 
SYSTEM 
BISTRO SYSTEM DISTRIBUTED 
FILE SYSTEM 
Network 
Environment 
LAN WAN LAN 
File Transmission 
Direction 
Upload Upload UploadlDownload 
Single File Size Huge 1 ~ 2GB 
_ 
1 ~2MB Variant, usually 
less than 1GB 
Deadline on File 
transmission 
Hard deadline on real 
file transmission 
Soft deadline (hard 
deadline on 
submission, but no 
deadline on real file 
transmission) 
No deadline 
constraint 
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CHAPTER 3 MEDIA UPLOADING SYSTEM DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMETATION 
We describe the media uploading system framework in this section. 
3.1. System requirement 
We assume that the central server is more powerful than the client workstations in the 
sense of storage and processing capability. For simplicity, we assume that the disk of the 
server has very large capacity in this thesis. We do not assume any particular network 
topology. 
First, we define some concepts that are used to describe our framework: 
1) Critical stage of a client: It is defined as the event in which the available disk size 
in this client is below a certain threshold. For example, the available disk size of a 
client is less than lOGB. 
2) Critical stage of the system: It is defined as the event when the number of the 
clients that have entered the critical stage is above a certain threshold. For example, 
more than 40% of the clients have entered the critical stage. 
3.2. System performance metric 
The system possible running time before the system entering the critical stage is chosen as 
our system performance metric. It will be used in later analysis and simulation. This metric 
can reflect how many clients the system can support under certain circumstances. We had 
considered to choose other metrics including throughput of whole system and client waiting 
time between consecutive uploads. Although these metrics are usual performance metrics 
used in distributed system, they cannot reflect the real system performance in our system. The 
throughput in our system is nearly a constant since the bottleneck is the network bandwidth. 
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3.3. System work flow 
The workflow of the system consists of two phases: the initialization phase and the 
running phase. During the initialization phase the server make connections to every client. In 
the running phase the system enters a loop and repeat following operations: 
1. The server sends query request to each client asking for status information of that 
client. Each client sends back its current status information. 
2. Based on the information collected from all clients, the server checks if any client 
enters emergency state. If "yes" the server implements the specified emergency 
handling procedures. 
3. The server uses the specified scheduling algorithm to choose a client to upload the 
file. 
4. The server sends the uploading request to this client and the client delivers the file to 
the server. 
3.4. Activity of server 
In this section, we describe the activity of the server. We implemented server software in 
Java. 
3.4.1. Server architecture 
The server is amulti-threaded program. When the server starts, the main thread listens at 
a specified port to the incoming client connections. The server also creates a thread to process 
file uploading. 
The server architecture and data flow in the server are showed in Figure 3- l .The name in 
the parenthesis is the Java class name for a certain component. 
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The server controls all the system activities. The design and implementation of our 
software has addressed several challenges: 
• Collect information from clients: The server needs to collect information from each 
client to determine the current system activity. Server needs to maintain a list to store 
client information. In our current framework, the server collects information 
periodically (e.g. after uploading one file from one client) and updates the client 
information list. When the connection between a client and the server is interrupted, 
the server removes this client from the client information list. 
• Determine current system activity: The server uses the client information to decide the 
current system activity. If the whole system is under normal situation, the scheduler 
will choose one file to upload to the server. If some clients or the whole system enter 
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the critical stage, an emergency control must be executed. Emergency control is an 
important component in the system. This issue is part of future research work. 
• Determine the deadline: The deadline of a file in a client is the time that the file will 
be overwritten by a new file, at which time the disk of the client machine has no space 
for the new file. The deadline continually changes as the client makes new files 
(deadline becomes earlier) or uploads files to the server (deadline becomes later). 
• Scheduling algorithm: The server uses a certain scheduling algorithm to choose which 
file from which client to receive. This scheduling algorithm will be based mainly on 
the hard deadline, priority and size of the multimedia file. Currently there are two 
scheduling algorithms proposed. They will be discussed in details in the next chapter. 
• Receive and store multimedia files: The server will receive one file at a time and store 
it to the disk. It will organize these files for future processing. 
3.5. Activity of clients 
In this section, we describe the activity of the client machine. We implemented client 
software in Java. 
3.5.1. Client architecture 
Client uses multithreaded architecture. The data flow in the client and client structure is 
showed in the Fig 3-2. The name in the parenthesis is the Java class name for a certain 
component. 
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The client basically does two things: 
• Generating files: Clients generates and stores files continuously. For example, in the 
endoscopy procedure, client machine captures and generates digitized video files 
continuously in the normal working hours. The duration between the generations of 
two multimedia files depends on several factors. For example, it includes the duration 
to capture an entire colonoscopic procedure. Clients will store the generated 
multimedia files temporarily until the server uploads. 
• Uploading multimedia files to the central server: Clients only provide several basic 
functions for uploading since we use aserver-pull structure. These functions include: 
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1. Reporting information to server. Clients needs to report the current machine 
information to the server such as the amount of used disk space and the 
estimated multimedia file generation speed; 
2. Uploading a certain multimedia file to a certain destination. When the server 
decides to receive a file from a client, the client uses this function to transmit 
the file to the destination that the server has assigned. This destination may be 
the central server or a light loaded client. This design is under investigation for 
future research on emergency control. 
3.6. Communication between the server and the clients 
A communication protocol between the server and the client has been developed. It 
includes the content of messages and the ordering of the messages. 
• Information query: the server sends command QUERY (byte of value 1) to the client. 
The client responds with three integers specifying the free disk space, file generation 
speed and the size of the next file to be delivered. If the disk overflows, the free disk 
space is set to -l. 
• File transmission: the server sends command UPLOAD (byte of value 2) to the client. 
The client delivers a byte stream to the server. The length of the stream is specified in 
the file size in response to information query. 
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CHAPTER 4 SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS AND ANALYSIS 
Scheduler is the important component in our system as it decides the system performance. 
Currently two scheduling algorithms are proposed for the media upload system. The object 
that is scheduled in the algorithm is the client machine instead of file. At each schedule point, 
one client will be chosen to upload any one file that is available to upload. 
The first scheduling algorithm is the Round-Robin algorithm. The server collects files 
from clients in the Round-Robin manner. If a client has no file to upload, this client is simply 
skipped. This algorithm is simple to implement but less flexible. The second one is 
Vulnerability Based Scheduling (VBS) algorithm. It follows the same idea with the Earliest 
Deadline First scheduling algorithm (EDF)[7]. The scheduler calculates the vulnerability of 
each client as the priority, which is determined by how soon the disk at this client will 
overflow. Using this scheme the server can guarantee the client with the highest risk of 
overflowing can have the highest priority to upload its files. 
Analyses are provided for each algorithm. A prediction analysis based on Round Robin 
predicts the system running time before the system enters critical stage in a certain server and 
client configuration. The result of the prediction analysis will be the base for the system 
sizing tools for the future complete system software. The prediction analysis of VBS is 
difficult to develop because of the dynamic chazacteristic of VB5. So we provide the proof 
that VBS is better than Round-Robin scheduling. 
The simulation result and the comparison between two scheduling algorithms will be 
showed in Chapter 5. 
4.1. Notations 
Table 4-1 shows the notation we used in analysis. 
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Table 4-1 Notations 
ymbol EXPLANATION Unit 
Sint) The total file size that client has generated from the time system 
starts to time t 
Mbit 
Sout(t) The total file size that client has uploaded from the time system 
starts to time t 
Mbit 
S Disk size of the client Mbit 
Sthreshold Threshold of the available disk size in client Mbit 
n Network speed (Ex: lOMbps) Mbps 
N Real file uploading rate for one client (consider server processing 
other clients' request besides the network transmission) 
Mbps 
c The Total Number of clients 
Ci The ith client 
T The time when system enters critical stage Second 
Ot The time that server waits before it begins the first uploading since 
server must wait until at least one file has been generated. 
Second 
wt Working time per day of a client excluding the idle time between 2 
consecutive generating. 
Second 
gr Generating rate of the files, which is a constant approximate to 
7.92Mb/sec (calculated from the formula we discussed in 
simulation setup subsection). 
Mb/sec 
Agt Average generation time to generate one file Second 
Afs Average ale size of one file Mbit 
Aupload Average uploading time for one file Second 
Aperiod Average period that the client can upload one file, which includes 
the waiting time for server processing other clients' requests and 
uploading time for one file in this client. 
Second 
GR Real file generating rate (consider idle time between file capturing 
procedures) 
Mbps 
Ji The ith task (one file of a client) scheduled at ith schedule point 
GRi The ith client's generation rate Mbps 
ADi,j The ith client's available disk size at jth point Mb 
Vi,j . . ADS, ; The the V~, _ Sec vulnerability of client i at nth schedule point= ; . 
GR~ 
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4.2. Round-Robin scheduling algorithm: 
Round-Robin scheduling algorithm is the simplest and widely used scheduling algorithm 
in operating systems. Its performance will be the base line in the system simulation when 
compared with other scheduling algorithms. 
The round-robin scheduler keeps the information of each client in an array. It goes around 
this array and checks whether there is a client having a file to upload until it finds one. If the 
scheduler reaches the end of the array, it begins from the head of array again. Round-Robin 
gives equal chance to every client to upload their files. It is easy to implement and analyze. 
4.2.1. Prediction Analysis: Predicting Possible System running time 
We want to predict how many hours the system can run before any client enters critical 
stage, given number of clients, server and client configuration. 
Fig 4-1 shows the relationship between disk size, work of capturing thread and uploading 
thread in one client. It helps us to understand the system status and to do the analysis. 
From the definition of T, some of the clients must have entered the critical stage at time 
when system enters the critical stage. We have: Os(T) >= S — S~tires~ra 
At anytime t, dr(t) = Sin(t) — Sout(t) 
Sirc(t) _ [((t l(60 * 60)) / 24) x wt + min(60 * 60* (t /(60 * 60))%24, wt)]x gr 
(1) 
(2> 
The first part of (2) in the parenthesis measures how many complete days the client has 
worked before and the latter measures the time that client works in the last day. Similarly, we 
have: 
Sout(t) _ [ t — ~  x Aupload + min((t —fit)%Aperiod, Auploc~] x n 
Aperiod 
To make (2) and (3) mathematical analysis tractable, we assume 
Sint) _ [t /(60 * 60 * 24)] x wt x gr 
and 
(3) 
(4) 
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uploading processes in client. 
Sout (t) _ ((t — Ot) / Aperiod) x Aupload x n (5) 
(5) needs further computation: 
1. ~t E [Agt, Agt + Aperiod] . Agt shows the shortest waiting time when the client 
begins uploading immediately after it generates the first file. The worst case of Ot is 
that the client is the last one that uploads the first file in all the clients. To estimate 
the average, we choose Ot = Agt + Aperiod ~2 . 
2. We use the expectation of generation time for one file to estimate Agt since it follows 
the Zipf distribution. 
3. Aperiod is the average period that the client can upload one file, which includes the 
waiting time for server processing other clients' requests and uploading time for one 
file in this client. 
Aperiod = Aupload + (c —1) x Aupload = c x Aupload (6) 
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4. Aupload is the average transmission rime for one file, which equals to average file 
size divided by the network speed. 
Aupload — 
Afs _ Agt x gr 
n n 
. Agt x gr 
~ Aperiod = cx 
Substitute (6) and (7) into (5), we have: 
Sout(t) =  t — ~  x Aupload x n — t — Agt — c 
x Agt x gr /(2n) X n 
c x Aupload c 
From (1), (4), (8), we have 
(T — Agt Agtxgrx
ds(T)=( T  xwtxgr—  2n 
60*60*24 c 
_> T >_ 
s —Agt x n _Agt x gr c 
( wt x gr n ) 
60 * 60 * 24 c 
— Sthreshold 
C)
xn 
>= s Sthreshold 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Chapter 5 compares simulation result with this prediction. The difference between them 
is small, which indicates the correctness of this prediction analysis. 
4.2.2. System sizing tool 
System sizing tool is an important component for the system software because it directs 
the configuration of the system. The goal of system sizing tool is to know how many clients 
the system can support given a certain server and client configurations, while the system will 
not allow any client in the system to enter the critical stage. 
From the point of view of a single client, when file capturing rate is larger than file 
uploading rate, the client's disk will become full one day. So we need to keep GR < 1v where 
GR =  gr x wt  (to make it tractable) and 
24x60x60 
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N 
_  Afs  _  Afs  _  Afs  _ n 
Aperiod c x Aupload c x Afs c n 
GR<N=>c< nx24x60x60
grxwt 
Fig 4-2 shows the number of clients from prediction analysis. 
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4.3. Vulnerability Based Scheduling algorithm (VBS) 
(10) 
Vulnerability Based Scheduler is proposed to improve the system performance. The idea 
is very similar to the EDF scheduling algorithm—to choose one file from the client with the 
earliest deadline as the current file to be uploaded. The deadline is deternuned by the 
vulnerability of the client. In each schedule point, the client that has shortest time left before 
its disk overflows (i.e. most vulnerable one) has the highest priority. Any file that needs 
uploading in this client will be transmitted. 
The algorithm of VBS is as below: in each scheduling point: 
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1. Based on the information collected from each client during the query procedure, the 
VBS scheduler can calculate the Vulnerability of each client: V~, ; _   , i.e Vl,~ is 
GR~ 
the time left before the disk of ith client overflows. 
2. Scheduler selects the client with smallest V as the current client. One file of that client 
will be uploaded. 
3. Return client ID. 
There are several differences between VBS &EDF, which made the analysis of VB S 
more complicated than just modifying the analysis of EDF. 
1. Deadline: In our system, we define deadline for each task (one file in one client) as 
the time that client's disk becomes full. This deadline will be calculated as the 
. . ADS, ; . Vulnerability (that needs uploading V~, ; _ ) of the client. The most vulnerable 
GR~ 
client will be chosen at each schedule point. This indicates: 
o The deadlines for every file (task) in the same client have same value. Because 
only one client has one V value at each schedule point. 
o We recalculate the Vi,j at each schedule point. The deadline is always 
changing since the client keeps generating new files and server keeps 
uploading files. The AvailableDiskSize is always changing. 
o While in EDF, the deadline for each task may be different no matter whether 
they belong to the same process. And the deadline for each task will not 
change at any schedule point. 
2. The object that is scheduled: in VBS the object is client while in EDF it is one task. 
So in the analysis of VBS, we need formulas to transform between tasks and clients. 
Now we show the analysis of VBS. The analysis is similar to that of EDF, but with proper 
modification to fit VBS algorithm. The analysis is to show VBS can improve system 
performance than round-robin scheduling algorithm. 
Proof: 
Part I: To show VBS is as good as Round-Robin by showing that any feasible schedule in 
Round-Robin can be rearranged to a feasible schedule in VBS . Feasible schedule means 
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when server scheduler using this schedule to upload media files, no client will enter the 
critical stage. 
In both Round-Robin and VBS, we select one client at each scheduling point. The time 
between 2 schedule points is the time to transmit one file (represented by Aupload = t~ + ~ — t~ ). 
ADS, ; In VBS, we compute V~, ; _ , for all clients at each schedule point before selection. In 
GR~ 
Round-Robin, we do not need the it. But we calculate it here because it indicates the client 
status. 
The table 4-2 shows a schedule J0, Jl, ... Jk in Round-Robin. The relationship between 
time, schedule point, tasks and client are showed in this table. 
Table 4-2 The corresponding relationship between tasks, client ,schedule points and time 
Task 
scheduled 
JO J 1 J2 ... Jc-1 Jc ... Jn 
Client chosen 
at this point 
CO C 1 C2 ... Cc-1 CO ... C(n%c) 
Vulnerability 
Vi,~ 
V0,0 V 1,1 V2,2 ... V(c- l,c-1) V(O,c) ... V(n%c, n) 
Schedule 
point 
0 1 2 ... c-1 c ... N 
Time t0 t 1 T2 ... tc-1 tc ... to 
The Vulnerabilities of one client at different time have a relationship. We calculate this 
relationship by assuming: 
• The generation process is continuous in each client=> the V we get at each point 
shows the actual situation of the disk. 
• Generation Speed for each client is a constant, which is also practical since the 
generation speed keeps to a constant in a long run. 
Now we get: for schedule point i, k(i > k, i%c = k%c) , V~%~, ~ and V~%~, k has relationship 
that: 
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ADS%~, ~ ADS%~, k — GR~%~ x (ti — tk) + Afs x f (i, k) 
GRt~~ GRi%~ 
— Afs x f %~(i, k) — . — * Afs x f %~(i, k) = V c~%~, k> - ~t~ tk) + = V cl%~, k~ (i k) Aupload + 
GR~~~ GR~%~ 
Where ~%c(i, k) is a function that returns how many times Ck~c is selected to upload 
files between schedule point i and k. 
Assume J0, J 1.... Jn is the feasible schedule in Round-Robin, which means at any time, 
no client enters critical stage=> V~%~, ~ >0 
In Round-Robin, at kth schedule point, we choose one file in Ck%~ as the Jk. 
• Case 1: If Vk~~, k is the smallest (most vulnerable one), then Jk also should be chosen 
at this round in VBS. So it is in the right position in this schedule. 
• Case 2: If Vk%~, k is not the smallest among all V(i, k) (i E (0, c —1) ), while V(j%c, k) 
is the first smallest one( since all files in the client j%c has the same V at round k). So 
Jj (Client j%c) is the one that should be selected at this round. We schedule Jj at this 
point and move all the other tasks one position later. The old schedule in Round-
Robin and new schedule in VBS is like this: 
Change schedule:  Jk-1, Jk, Jk+ l ....Jj- l , Jj, Jj+ 1 1) Round-Robin to: 
 Jk-1, Jj, Jk, Jk+l...Jj-1, Jj+l .2) VBS 
Now we prove this rearrangement remains the schedulable of these tasks: 
1. Jj and Jk is not the same client: Because Vk>Vj while one client only has one value of 
V at time tk. 
2. Client (j%c) is not picked between Jj and Jk from our description in Case 2. This 
means no clients between j%c and k%c are uploaded twice. Since we calculate the 
vulnerability before we transmit the file, ~(i, k) = 0(k <_ i <_ j) 
3. In Round-Robin, (in schedule 1)), V(i%c, i)>0 (k<=i< j) and 
V (i%c, k) > V (j%c, k) for (k _< i < j) since V (j%c, k) is the smallest 
4. In VBS (schedule 2) ) 
a. For client j %c: V (j %c, k)=V (j %c, j) +(tj -tk)>V (j %c, j) >0 client j %c becomes 
less vulnerable. 
b. For client i%c (k<=i<j), 
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V~~%,~ + ~ ~ = V~~°l~c,k)-(i-k + 1) *Aupload 
> V~;°Ioc,k)-(i-k + 1)*Aupload = V c;%~, k> + (k — j) x Aupload + (j — i —1) x Aupload 
= V t;%~,;> + (j — i —1) x Aupload 
Each of client i%c(k<=i<j) becomes more vulnerable. But from the calculation 
above, their vulnerabilities haven't increased (the V's value decreases indicating the 
vulnerability increases) to even the vulnerability of client j%c at schedule point j in 
Round-Robin, which means they are not as vulnerable as client j %c at point j . Client 
j %c is already the most vulnerable one in the system at kth point. It is more 
vulnerable at jth schedule point than it is at kth point (V(j%c,j) <V(j%c,k) because it 
does not get uploading until jth point in Round-Robin). Since in Round-Robin, the 
system does not come to critical stage because of V(j%c,j). Then in the new schedule 
in VBS, the system will not come into the critical stage because of V(i%c) (k<=i<j) 
since they are larger than V(j%c,j). So this rearrange does not affect the schedulibity 
of these tasks. 
5. We keep doing this rearrangement for each task at each schedule point, finally we can 
get a schedule that follows the VBS scheduler. 
6. Now we have the conclusion that VBS is as good as Round-Robin scheduling. 
Part II: Show VBS is better than Round Robin by giving an example schedule that is 
feasible in VBS but not feasible in Round-Robin. 
Example: 
• Suppose the current client in the last schedule point (kth point) is Ci, and the most 
vulnerable one is Cj now, where j ~ (i + 1)%c, j ~ (i + 2)%c 
• Suppose: Aupload < V , k + ~ < 2 x Aupload which means Cj's disk usage almost 
reaches the threshold 
• In Round-Robin, Cj will not be served until at least server transmits one file from 
C(i+l)%c and one file from C(i+2)%c, which costs 2Aupload . At that time Cj 
already enters the critical stage. 
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• In vBS, the current client will be just Cj, which means VBS scheduler can handle 
this situation. 
In summary, Vulnerability B ased scheduling algorithm has stronger ability of scheduling 
than Round-Robin has. The simulation result introduced in Chapter 5 also proves it. 
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CHAPTER 5 SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULT 
Simulations were performed to measure the effectiveness and the scalability of the design 
under various workloads. It also helps to adjust the designed solutions and enable the model 
to be more realistic. We did both simulation and experiment based on the system framework. 
The system performances on round-robin scheduler and VBS scheduler are compared. The 
predicted result from analysis and real data from simulation are also compared. The closeness 
of the simulation result and prediction analysis results shows the value of our analysis result. 
5.1. Simulation 
5.1. introduces the performance study in simulation. The simulation setup is introduced 
first in 5.1.1 and result is introduced in 5.1.2. 
5.1.1. Simulation setup 
We implemented the simulation code in C. The file generation is simulated by generating 
colonscopy video, whose generating duration follows Zipf distribution between 
20~45minutes. The video files size is calculated by 
(720 x 480 x 24 x 29.97 + 48000 x 16) x generating period / compress_ratio .This formula came 
from the Dazzle Digital Video Creator 150, which is the hardware that we will use to capture 
real colonoscopy videos. The first part of the formula in the parenthesis is the visual data rate 
and the latter is the audio data rate of 48K sampling rate with 16 bits per sample. The result 
of generating rate is around 1 MB/s. There is a random idle time from 0~5 min added between 
any two consecutive generations. 
Simulation has 2 parts. 
I. Check the performance of Round Robin scheduling algorithm and compare the 
analysis result with simulation result. In this part, only Round Robin scheduler was 
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used in the server. No emergency control was considered. The clients used the same 
configurations in all simulations. 
II. Check the performance of VBS . We compared the performance between VBS and 
Round Robin. At first, the server and clients' configurations are the same as in the 
part I. We found the difference between these two schedulers was very small. From 
the algorithm of VBS, we knew that this is because VBS is more suitable for 
heterogeneous clients. So we changed the client configuration by randomizing the 
generating rate for every client. 25% of clients generate at 0.25MB/s of clients 
generate at O.SMBIs, 25% of clients 1MB/s, 25% 2MB/s. Still, no emergency 
control was considered in the server side. 
The performance metric we used in all the simulation is the system possible running time 
before the system entering the critical stage. Each data point is an average of non-critical 
periods of five simulation runs. 
5.1.2 Simulation result 
Part I: Simulation and analysis results 
Figure 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3 show the comparisons between calculation result and simulation 
and prediction analysis when only round-robin scheduler is used in the system. The values of 
each parameter are showed in the figures. 
Figure 5-1 shows the results as network speed changes. When network speeds increases, 
the system can survive more time. Figure 5-2 shows the simulation result as client working 
hour changes. The simulation result and analysis result are pretty close. Fig. 5-3 shows the 
result as client disk size changes. Fig. 5-4 shows the results as number of clients changes. 
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Part II: VBS vs. Round Robin 
Figure 5-5 and 5-6 show the comparison between VBS scheduler and Round-Robin 
scheduler in homogenous client situation. The performance improvement of VBS over 
Round-Robin is from 0.3% to 1%, which is not a significant performance improvement. So 
we only show 2 figures to indicate the result. 
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Figure 5-5 Comparison between VBS and Round-Robin: Client working time changes 
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Figure 5-7, 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10 shows the comparison between VBS and Round-Robin in 
heterogeneous client situation. Now we can see VBS performances much better than Round 
—Robin. The improvement is from 6% to 88%. 
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5.2. Experiment 
The simulation did not transmit any file in the network. It calculated the time for 
transmission by a certain value of the network speed. Besides, it did not consider any time for 
disk UO since there was no real file that was generated or uploaded. So the performance 
difference between old simulation and new simulation are the actual network transmission 
time and disk UO time. 
5.2.1. Experiment setup 
The server and client software are implemented in Java. Clients use same configurations 
in the simulation. The video generating period follows Zipf distribution between 20 -
45minutes. The video files size is calculated by the formula provided in 5.1.1. Client keeps 
generating files during working hours (8 hours/day). In server side, we compared the 
performance of the Round-Robin scheduling algorithm and VBS scheduling. No emergency 
control was considered at server side. We simply stop the simulation when the first client 
enters critical stage. Server was set to unlimited disk size. 
All tests were done on 3 PCs. One is P4 1.8GHZ CPU, 256MB memory and Linux 2.4 
operating system. The second one is the P4 2.4GHZ CPU, 256MB memory and Linux 2.4 
OS. The third one is P3 SOOMHZ CPU, 376MB memory and Linux 2.4 OS. 
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5.2.2. Experiment result 
Figure 5-11 shows the performance comparison between VBS scheduling algorithm and 
Round-Robin scheduling algorithm as the number of clients changes. When the number of 
the clients increases, the system running time reduces since more clients generating more 
files that need to upload. In this situation, VBS scheduler improves the system-running period 
by at least 2 hours. 
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Figure 5-12 shows the performance comparison between VBS scheduling algorithms and 
Round-Robin scheduling algorithms as the disk size of client changes. When the disk size of 
the client increases, the system can live longer since the client can store more files. In this 
situation, vBS scheduler also improves the system-running period. 
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Fig 5-12 Comparison between two schedulers when client disk size changes 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This thesis describes a new media uploading system that allows collection of multimedia 
objects in LAN. Future goals include solutions that enhance the current system effectiveness 
and dependability. 
6.1. Summary 
This thesis analyzed the media upload system and proposed the solution. The 
contributions of this thesis are that 1) Analyze the problem of uploading and state the 
problem. 2) Design and implement the uploading system software. 3) Propose two scheduling 
algorithms (VBS and Round-Robin) and provide the analyses. 4) Do simulation and 
experiment to test the performance of scheduling algorithms. The analyses and performance 
study both show that VBS performs better than round-robin scheduling algorithm. The result 
of simulation also demonstrates that the analysis is valuable. 5) Provide the system sizing 
tool through the analysis. 
6.2. Future work 
There are several research issues that can be the future work of this system. 
• Finish the server and client software. There are several components need to be 
analyzed and designed. These components include Emergency control in server and 
client machines, parallel uploading and information collection and etc. 
• Server scheduling algorithm: New scheduling algorithms that can enhance system 
performance are needed. Corresponding analyses and simulation are needed. 
• Modify current centralized system architecture into a more distributed P2P 
architecture. If different clients display varied workload some busy clients can upload 
its files to nearby less busy clients to avoid the risk of disk overflow without the 
interference of the central server. 
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• Extend system to serve different large file collection applications and to fit in 
different network topology. 
• Add security and privacy control component in the system to protect the multimedia 
data. 
• Extend system to be a Peer-to-Peer application or wireless Ad Hoc network 
application [11]. In P2P or wireless Ad Hoc network, we can treat one peer as the 
server that collects different file segments from its peers (viewed as clients). Then it 
becomes the similar problem that our uploading system solves. 
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